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DATE EVENT LOCATION TIME INFORMATION

02/09 Board Meeting Zoom 4:00pm

02/24 Mentor Round Table Zoom 6:00pm

03/09 Board Meeting Zoom 4:00pm

03/19 Mentor Round Table Zoom 11:00am

DATE CLASSES LOCATION TIME INSTRUCTORS

02/08 Online Tenant Screening Class WebEx 11:00am Marcia Gohman w/National Tenant Network

02/10 Online Tenant Screening Class WebEx 7:00pm Marcia Gohman w/National Tenant Network

02/22 Online Tenant Screening Class WebEx 7:00pm Marcia Gohman w/National Tenant Network

03/08 Online Tenant Screening Class WebEx 11:00am Marcia Gohman w/National Tenant Network

03/10 Online Tenant Screening Class WebEx 7:00pm Marcia Gohman w/National Tenant Network

03/22 Tax Preperation Class Zoom 6:30pm James Oberholtzer

03/24 Online Tenant Screening Class WebEx 11:00am Marcia Gohman w/National Tenant Network

03/29 Online Tenant Screening Class WebEx 7:00pm Marcia Gohman w/National Tenant Network

For additional class/event information visit: https://rhaoregon.org/education

RHA Oregon is diligently putting together our 2022 education calendar.  visit :  
https://rhaoregon.org/calendar/2022-01/ For addtional information

We are also diligently working on putting together future in person dinner 
meetings.  visit: https://rhaoregon.org/calendar/ For additional information
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From the desk of the Executive Director
Ron Garcia, RHA Oregon Executive Director

Last week I gave a presentation to a group of property 
managers and vendors at the local NARPM Chapter 
meeting (National Assoc. of Residential Property 
Managers). My topic was extolling the value of belonging 
to Rental Housing Alliance Oregon. As one of three 
primary “Landlord Organizations” statewide, RHA Oregon 
has been around the longest (it was established in 1927). 
We currently represent 2,000 members with 60% owning 4 
units or less.  

Multifamily NW (MFNW) and Oregon Rental Housing 
Association (ORHA) are the other two main groups. 
They both have excellent leadership and offer tremendous 
support, training, and advocacy for housing providers 
throughout the state.  

In my talk I pointed out that there are legitimate reasons 
why we have 3 separate groups in the State. All 3 represent 
smaller landlords. However, MFNW primarily speaks on 
behalf of institutional investors and their management 
companies, while RHA Oregon and ORHA both primarily 
focus on the “mom and pop” and DIY landlords. 
Additionally, ORHA is headquartered in Eugene and 
has a large footprint on smaller and rural communities 
throughout Oregon. RHA Oregon does have members 
from Astoria to Enterprise to Medford too, but we are 
headquartered in Portland, which is where our primary 
influence is centered.  

For years, RHA Oregon has promoted itself as a member-
based concept of “landlords helping landlords” through 
networking and mentorship. For decades, this was a model 
that offered value and thrived. Yet as we enter 2022, this 
simple structure is not enough. Legislation has created 
complex regulations that add unprecedented risk to our 
common business practices; the demographics of rental 
property investors has morphed; the economy has pivoted; 
and new technologies are now available to owners, offering 
an array of services online. 

The goal for my discussion (as is the goal of my affiliation) 
is to accelerate the pace of our evolution, and for Rental 
Housing Alliance Oregon to remain a primary hub for 
professional development in today’s housing industry. To 
accomplish this, we need more professional members who 

are committed to their business. We need
members who are passionate about their 
desire to create and propagate successful standards of 
practice. We want to become known as the organization 
that emphasizes the true “win-win” when housing 
providers work to provide and maintain fair, safe, and 
affordable housing for their renters.  

In short, we want members who are willing and able to 
contribute to the success of a community based, non-profit 
organization that stands for building the best professional 
platform the Rental Housing Industry has to offer. Does 
this sound like I’m calling on you?  

Someone once told me that learning is not passed on 
through DNA. It must be taught. This is equally true for 
professionalism. As we climb the ladder of success in our 
careers, it’s important to leave it standing and encour-
age those following us to climb those tested rungs. My 
challenge to my peers is: Get involved. Be involved. Stay 
involved. Why? Because if it’s not going to be you, then 
who will do it? 

FIND	  EVICTIONS	  STRESSFUL?

Full	  FED	  Service
First	  Appearances
Small	  Claims

503-‐242-‐2312
evict@landlord-‐solutions.com

FIND	  EVICTIONS	  STRESSFUL?
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Real Estate and Accounting: A Matched Pair
By Cliff Hockley, Bluestone and Hockley Real Estate Services

Real Estate investors forget how important accounting is 
to their investment success. Most Investors just look at one 
thing, how big the check is at the end of the month.

But in fact, in addition to inspecting your property on a 
regular basis, keeping it well maintained and having great 
communication with your property manager, accounting 
for your income and expenses and tracking it is critical to 
your success in real estate.

I have been involved with property management for over 
thirty-five years and it still astounds me that the vast major-
ity of our clients do not read their financial reports, and I 
think I have figured out why. They just don’t have the train-
ing and the confidence to dig deep into the numbers.
I think I can help.

Accountability and Planning

Most of us are real estate investors because we are trying 
to build our retirement and wealth, or we have inherited a 
home or investments from a family member and there are 
important memories tied to the history.

One of my best friends told me a couple of stories about 
his grandfather who bought a farm in east Texas. His 
Grandfather worked the farm, had children and those 
children had children and here we are now, four generations 
later.  Unfortunately, the hundreds of acres of farmland has 
gone to waste and the farm has high tax costs, but no one 
lives close by to actively manage the land. In addition, no 
one is accountable to its costs, and it is just sitting there, 
because there is no accounting, or will to sell it. In addition, 
this family has another house in east Texas that was a rental 
but has now deteriorated because no one is in charge or 
accountable. Regular accounting could have kept the family 
focused on the bottom line.

Monthly Accounting Serves Many Purposes – Most Impor-
tantly it Creates Visibility

We tend to get stuck with the myth that we were terrible 
with math in high school, and we can never figure out the 
numbers on a financial report. We are afraid and delegate 
the task to our bookkeeper, tax preparer or CPA. But in fact, 
reviewing monthly and annual financial reports is critical to 
your success as an investor.

We can simplify this process and take the fear out of it 
for you 

In my mind, understanding financial reports is a matter 
of looking for patterns. Accounting reports are like police 
body cameras, they shed light on your investments.

Like crossword puzzles or the game Tic Tac Toe, we just 
need to learn how to recognize the patterns, and this 
takes a little practice. For the layperson, I should also 
mention that it is easier to review financials that are pre-
pared using the cash method (as required by the Oregon 
Real Estate Agency and the Washington Department of 
Licensing) rather than the accrual method.

The differences are that with the cash method you see 
income and expenses as they occur in the timeframe 
(month/quarter/year). With the accrual method, large 
expenses are spread out over a year in equal buckets. 
Both methods are correct, just the cash method is easier 
to track for non-accountants.

I start by looking at income. Did the rent/s come in? 
Who paid and did not pay? Were any units vacant? And I 
look at the aging report to see how far back some tenants 
might be with their rent or utility billings. This year was 
an unusual year since the government jumped in and 
helped pay rents for some tenants due to COVID – 19 
and variations thereof. But nevertheless, we need revenue 
to pay our bills.

Then I like to review monthly and annual expenses 
(which I do every month for my investments) to track for 
patterns. I compare month to date and year to date to see 
if the numbers look consistent. I look for numbers that 
are not the same, then I ask why they are not in a consis-
tent range. Most of the time everything looks great, but 
sometimes there is a water bill that is too high (broken 
line or leaky toilet), or a tax bill that seems weird, or a 
maintenance bill that is strange. On a monthly basis, our 
company supplies a 12-month income and expense sum-
mary report which merges the actual expenses and the 
future budgeted expenses to make the comparison easier.

In this industry most properties of the same size run very 
consistently with similar expenses.  The biggest variations 
are the taxing districts. In other words, taxes are lower in 
Benton County as compared to Multnomah County due 
to bonds approved by the local electorate. Next, the big-
gest is the cost of labor and utilities. It’s typically more ex-
pensive in the big cities than it is in the rural areas. If you 
only have one property you can always ask your property 
manager to help you benchmark against another property 
that is similar.
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For larger properties, there are benchmarks you can check 
against. For example, for many apartment-style properties 
expenses range from 40 – 50% of income 

depending on many variables. For commercial buildings, 
the expenses tie to the kind of lease you have in place (i.e., 
gross, net, NN, NNN).

Putting Theory Into Practice

A final story relates to a building I looked at in Maine a 
few years ago. It was a beautiful 14-unit property located 
in a college town. The owner of a wood products factory 
had remodeled the property and added a few extra units. 
Maine is a little unusual on the expense side because due 
to the cold winters, it seems the Landlords have gotten 
stuck with the heating bills and snow removal. In any case 
we got down to reviewing the numbers with the owners 
and there was not enough income for the owners’ to live 
on. Her kids were responsible for managing the property 
for their Mom ( the property owner) because she lived in 
assisted living.

Unfortunately, it was only spinning off $20,000 a year. Now 
bear in mind the property had no debt, and the rents were 
$1,400 a month per unit for a total of $19,600 a month. A 
reasonable expense level should have been 50% of income 
or $9800 a month all in maintenance, utilities, insurance 
and taxes. And there should have been $9,800 x 12 or 
$117,600 in income to send to Mom (because there was no 
loan on the property). Where did the money go?  It went 
to the trusted maintenance man who kept three people 
busy on this property year-round. No wonder the property 
looked perfect. The kids had no idea. The property was on 
the market for years and the realtors who only had experi-
ence with houses could not figure it out. If they had paid 
attention to the monthly accounting reports, they might 
have had better results.

Summary

It pays to review your monthly financial reports and not 
delegate it to the CPA. Just look for patterns. Have your 
CPA or property manager help you compare. Join a group 
of investors like Multifamily NW or The Rental Alliance of 
Oregon, BOMA, ICSC or an association like the Post Of-
fice Owners Association to get the information you might 
need and finally, never be afraid to ask questions! Investing 
is about making money after all, and who to better check 
on the results than the owner of the real estate.

Real Estate and Accounting
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
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Calculating Investment Property ROI vs. ROE 
by: Austin Bowlin, CPA – Partner at Real Estate Transition Solutions 
                              With 2021 behind us and eviction 
                              moratoriums coming to an end,        
      investment property owners ready 
      to make a change are evaluating new    
                  opportunities and often planning   
                  to perform a 1031 Exchange. 
      Many owners are motivated to sell 
                              because of the increasingly demanding 
regulatory environment. Others are selling because 
of lifestyle changes, and the desire to eliminate active 
management and improve cash flow potential. However, 
before deciding to sell, it is important to know your 
property's cash flow performance metrics, which can be 
viewed in two ways: the first is as a Return on Investment 
or "ROI" and the second is as a Return on Equity or "ROE."  
 
Calculating Investment Property ROI  
 
Return on Investment tells an owner how well their 
original investment performed during its life. Calculation 
of this metric is done by comparing the net cash flow 
(rental income, less operating expenses, and debt servicing 
costs) over the years to the original investment made in 
the property (often the down payment on the property 
plus any significant capital expenditures that improved 
the property). ROI is a key metric an owner can use when 
asking themselves, “Was this a good investment?” 
 
Calculating Investment Property ROE

To capture your property’s appreciation and compare 1031 
Exchange replacement property options, we turn to the 
Return on Equity metric. Return on Equity is calculated 
by comparing the earlier defined net cash flow to the 
implied equity held within the property. Determining 
the implied equity of a property requires the owner to 
have a good pulse on the current fair market value of 
their property. There are multiple ways to determine this 
value, an overview of which warrants an article on its 
own. Once a value has been determined, the outstanding 
mortgage balance and projected closing costs are deducted 
to arrive at implied net equity. The current net cash flow 
is expressed as a percentage of the implied net equity, 
resulting in the property’s ROE. This metric is critical for 
comparing the cash flow to what could be achieved if the 
property were to be sold and 1031 exchanged.

The Bottom Line

Since many investment properties have appreciated at a 
faster rate than the properties’ rents and net cash flow, it is 
not uncommon for investment properties to produce

ROEs ranging from 2.5% – 3.5%. If cash flow is a priority 
to an owner, they may want to consider a 1031 Exchange 
replacement property option, like a Delaware Statutory 
Trust (DST), which offers the potential to improve current 
income. Delaware Statutory Trusts provide unique and 
customizable options to help meet your 1031 objectives. To 
learn more about 1031 Delaware Statutory Trusts, contact 
Real Estate Transition Solutions and speak to one of our 
licensed 1031 Exchange Advisors. Call us at 503-832-6463 
or visit www.re-transition.com/rhaor.

Austin Bowlin, CPA - Chief Exchange Strategist & Partner at Real Estate 
Transition Solutions
As Chief Exchange Strategist, Austin leads the firm’s team of licensed 1031 
Exchange advisors & analysts and provides consultation on tax liability, deferral 
strategies, legal entity structuring, co-ownership arrangements, 1031 replacement 
property options, and Delaware Statutory Trust investments.

About Real Estate Transition Solutions 
Real Estate Transition Solutions is a consulting firm specializing in tax-deferred 
1031 Exchange strategies and Delaware Statutory Trust investments. For over 
26 years, we have helped investment property owners perform strategic 1031 
Exchanges by developing and implementing well-planned, tax-efficient transition 
plans carefully designed to meet their objectives. Our team of licensed 1031 Ex-
change Advisors will guide you through the entire Exchange process and help you 
select 1031 replacement properties best suited to meet your goals. To learn more 
about Real Estate Transition Solutions, call 503-832-6463 or visit our website at 
www.re-transition.com/rhaor.
  
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
The information herein has been prepared for educational purposes and does not 
constitute an offer to purchase or sell securitized real estate investments. Such 
offers are only made through the sponsor’s Private Placement Memorandum 
(PPM), which is solely available to accredited investors and accredited entities. 
Case studies and examples are for illustrative purposes and not representative 
of future results. There are risks associated with investing in real estate proper-
ties, including, but not limited to, loss of entire investment principal, declining 
market values, tenant vacancies, and illiquidity. Because investor situations and 
objectives vary, this information is not intended to indicate suitability for any 
particular investor. This material is not to be interpreted as tax or legal advice. 
Please speak with your own tax and legal advisors for advice/guidance regarding 
your situation. DST 1031 properties are only available to accredited investors 
(generally described as having a net worth of over $1 million dollars exclusive 
of primary residence) and accredited entities only. If you are unsure if you are 
an accredited investor and/or an accredited entity, please verify with your CPA 
and Attorney. Securities offered through Aurora Securities, Inc. (ASI), member 
FINRA/SIPC. Advisory services offered through Secure Asset Management, LLC 
(SAM), a registered investment advisor. ASI and SAM are affiliated companies. 
Real Estate Transition Solutions (RETS) is independent of ASI and SAM
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Dear Maintenance Man 
by Jerry L’Ecuyer & Frank Alvarez

(continued on page 11)

Dear Maintenance Men:
Our residents are complaining that the laundry room dryer 
is not drying the clothes in a timely manner.  We checked the 
dryer and there is plenty of heat being generated.  What do 
you think the issue is?
Thanks, Sherri 
 
Dear Sherri,
You are describing a classic clogged dryer exhaust hose or line. 
In a laundry room scenario, there are sometimes long exhaust 
tubes and these tube will accumulate lint over the years.  This 
will make the dryer’s exhaust very difficult to work efficiently. 
Luckily, this is a very easy DIY fix!    

1:  Go to a Home Depot or a Lowes Home Improvement Store 
and purchase a dryer duct cleaning kit.  Most kits are good to 
clean about 12 feet of ductwork and extra lengths of rods are 
sometimes available if your ducts are longer.   

2: If your dryer is easily accessible; pull the dryer away from 
the wall and remove the flexible tube from the dryer.  Clean out 
all the lint that has accumulated just inside the dryer exhaust 
port.  

3: This is a good time to replace the flexible tube between the 
dryer and the wall or hard exhaust tube.

4: Connect the brush that came with the vent cleaning kit with 
the first section of cleaning rod.  (The cleaning kit comes with 
a number of cleaning rods and brush)   

5:  Connect the first section of the cleaning rod to a drill motor 
set on low.  Push the brush into the exhaust tube in the wall 
or along the floor.  Using the drill motor to turn the brush in a 
clock wise rotation.  (If the dryer is difficult to access.  Start the 
cleaning from the far end of the exhaust tube and work your 
way to the dryer.) Pro Tip:  If the dryer is connected to the tube 
and you are starting the cleaning from the outside going in; 
turn on the dryer on Air dry.  The air pressure will help push 
the lint out the tube as you clean the tube with the brush.) 

6: Continuing with the clock wise rotation; pull the brush out 
and clean off the accumulated lint.  Attached a second rod to 
the first one.  (Again, only turn the drill motor in a clock wise 
rotations at all times.  If you reverse the rotation, the rods 
could come loose in the exhaust tube.) 
 
7: Keep adding rods until the brush comes out the other side 
or end of the exhaust tube.  Extra rods can be purchased or 

attack the exhaust tube from both ends if you don’t have quite 
enough rods.  
 
8: Reconnect the dryer flex hose to the exhaust tube.  Turn on 
the dryer to Air Dry and allow the force of the air to push out 
any remaining lint and dust.   

The Dryer Vent Tube should be cleaned once a year.  A cogged 
tube is both a fire hazard and waste of expensive power. 

Dear Maintenance Men:
I’m doing some preventive maintenance with spring coming 
up.  I’m considering installing ceiling fans in my units to help 
my residents keep cool in summer and save energy.  Is this a 
good plan?
Sam
 
Dear Sam:
Personally, we love ceiling fans and encourage there use.  
Most people feel cooler with a fan moving the air, but that 
increased comfort doesn’t always result in their lowering 
the air-conditioning thermostat.   We don’t believe the fans 
will actually lower the temperature of a warm apartment 
significantly. It does look good spinning there and will give 
the appearance of cooling.  Given a choice, a potential resident 
will most likely choose a unit with a ceiling fan.  If you really 
want to lower utility bills and cool the units at the same time; 
install a powered temperature controlled attic fan and/or attic 
insulation.   Insulation alone will have a dramatic effect and 
often the utility companies or cities have programs to provide 
and install the insulation at little or no cost to the owner.   All 
that being said; Yes, Good Plan! 

Dear Maintenance Men:
I have a laundry room problem. I am forever repairing 
drywall holes that have been kicked in.  How can I stop the 
tenants/kids/visitors etc. from abusing my laundry room?
Steve 

Dear Steve:
Since many people use the laundry room as a meeting area and 
keeping a guard is not reasonable.   The quick and easy answer 
would be to install a self-closing/locking security door and give 
keys to all the tenants. This works to a point, but over time the 
door may find itself open. So, we have tried to beat the vandals 
at their own game.  We now install “T-111” plywood along 
the lower four feet of the laundry room walls.  T-111 plywood 
comes in a 4x8 sheet and has vertical lines running through it. 
Typically T-111 is used for garage door sheathing and building 
siding.  Installation is fairly straight forward. We cut the 
plywood in half producing 4x4 sheets. These are then screwed 
to the wall at every 16” or at each wall stud. The lines 
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(continued on page 9)
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MAINTENANCE PROFESSIONALS AND FAIR HOUSING TRAINING - A MUST
by KATHELENE WILLIAMS, President of The Fair Housing Institute

Fair housing training for maintenance professionals is a 
compliance prerequisite, but housing providers sometimes 
overlook this need. Often they are the first team members 
who arrive after a maintenance call comes in. They 
interact with residents on a regular basis. Kindness and 
courtesy can often be misinterpreted. We want kindness 
and courtesy to always be maintained. Scenario-based fair 
housing training goes a long way to create a good balance. 

SOCIALIZING

Socializing with residents outside work is a no-no. When 
an employee spends a substantial amount of time, it can 
come off as favoritism. Or what about the possibility of 
allegations, such as sexual harassment? It is a general rule 
to just stay away from socializing outside of work to keep 
issues from arising.

SIDE JOBS 

Side jobs, such as helping to move some things, aren’t 
always off-limits. However, they should be done 
somewhere other than the property at which an employee 
works.  Problems may occur if one were to help after work 
hours.  For example, problems could arise if a resident 
offered to pay an employee to help them move some 
things.  Maybe an item goes missing, the employee is 
injured, or something is broken.  Is the company going 
to be able to support the employee with those issues?  It 
would be hard to do so since there was no work-related 
reason for them to be there.  The best thing to do is to turn 
down the job offer in a polite manner. 

FAVORS 

Closely following the guidelines for side jobs, doing favors 
for a resident is something the employee should politely 
turn down. Unfortunately, it can be seen as favoritism, or 
possibly something can occur while helping the resident. 
This can include getting injured or even breaking an item 
in the process. It isn’t a part of the job description and 
should, therefore, not be done.

STEERING 

Encouraging or discouraging someone from possibly 
moving into a property, a certain area, or even a specific 
unit is known as illegal steering. It could be as simple as 
answering a question pertaining to the kind of people 
living within the property. The best thing to do is to send 
anyone with questions to the leasing office.

REQUESTING PREFERRED PARKING 

Requests for preferred parking spaces are handled in the 
leasing office since they could be considered a reasonable 
accommodation. It could become a violation if answered 
without keeping the Fair Housing Act in mind. This is why 
there should be some training for employees so they don’t 
discourage a resident nor give out confidential information 
pertaining to another resident who may already have this 
accommodation. 

REASONABLE MODIFICATIONS 

A resident asks a maintenance employee to perform 
several modifications to his apartment that the resident 
says are needed because of his disability. The maintenance 
employee tells the resident he’s done similar work for 
another resident and instructs the resident to put in a 
work request, but he is told by the office staff that the 
resident will need to have the work done by a contractor 
and will be expected to pay for the work. The resident 
is angry because he thinks he’s being treated differently 
than the resident who had the work done by the 
maintenance employee. How does fair housing training for 
maintenance professionals come into play here? Training 
regarding reasonable accommodations, the American 
with Disabilities Act, and communications skills would 
definitely help your maintenance professional be ready for 
these types of situations. 

MAINTENANCE REQUESTS 

Many housing providers send their leasing agents and 
managers to fair housing training because it’s good 
business to do so. We like to remind our readers that it’s 
also a good business practice to train your maintenance 
employees on the types of fair housing issues that may 
arise. The following are examples of the kinds of fair 
housing cases that involve maintenance employees.
An employee doesn’t like a particular resident and so 
avoids doing work in her apartment. Later the resident 
files a fair housing complaint against the apartment 
community. Among the allegations she makes in the 
complaint is that her maintenance requests are often 
responded to later than other people’s because of her race. 
In this instance, fair housing training for maintenance 
personnel would entail much more than just knowing that 
race is a protected class. 

(continued on page 11)
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ATTENTION!! 
Rental Housing Alliance Oregon Members

IF YOU USE NATIONAL TENANT NETWORK 
FOR YOUR TENANT SCREENING SERVICES, 

TENTANT SCREENING CHARGES ARE 
CHANGING EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 1ST, 2021
REPORT WAS DEC. 

1ST
Decision Point Report $22.00 $23.00
DP Combo Report $35.00 $35.00
Credit Report $10.00 $11.00
Decision Point Plus $25.00 $26.00
Employment Verification $11.00 $11.00
Landlord Verification $11.00 $11.00
Criminal History (Oregon/
Wash.)

$15.00 $15.00

Nationwide Criminal $20.00 $20.00
Nationwide Sex Offender 
Search

$10.00 $10.00

County Criminal Search $13.00* $13.00*
Tenant Performance $10.00 $11.00
Social Security Verification $5.00 $5.00

*PLUS SURCHARGE

Post-COVID Property Management: What Have We Learned?
by David Crown, Reprinted with permission of the Apartment Owners

With three COVID-19 vaccines now in distribution, 
the end of the pandemic is finally in sight, and we can 
transition toward planning for a post-COVID world. The 
novel corona virus has impacted virtually every industry, 
and property management is no exception. Though the 
pandemic has brought tragedy and difficulty with it, we 
can at least salvage something positive by learning from 
it. So, in this article I want to focus on how property 
managers should apply the lessons they've learned from 
the pandemic to their post-pandemic operations.

Keep Communicating 

Back in March of 2020, I was concerned about the pos-
sibility that property managers and tenants might turn 
against one another in an ugly way. And though I don't 
doubt isolated instances like that have occurred in the 
time since, that largely hasn’t been the case. I've seen smart 
property managers show compassion for their tenants by 
hearing them out and listening to the details of their hard-
ships rather than setting a precedent of zero tolerance. I've 
seen understanding tenants meet them as best they could. 
It all starts with both parties being able to speak freely to 
one another. At our company, we're on better terms with 
our tenants than ever before, and I know we're not the 
only ones. That's why we don't plan to simply revert to 
the way we did business before all of this; we're going to 
maintain the level of communication we've achieved with 
our tenants. If you're a manager, I recommend you do the 
same. 

Keep Vetting Thoroughly

Another way I've seen a lot of manager’s step their game 
up during the pandemic is in their processes for vetting 
prospective tenants. Since eviction hasn't been an option, 
the margin for error in accepting tenant applications has 
grown even thinner. Accepting a tenant who eventually 
gave you no choice but to evict them was a bleak prospect 
before. During the pandemic, managers have learned the 
far worse repercussions of accepting a problem tenant 
who couldn't be evicted. As such, the smart ones started 
working harder at applicant analysis, in part to make sure 
their tenants wouldn't skip out on balances owed. They're 
doing more thorough and widespread background checks, 
calling more of a tenant's previous landlords and doing a 
better job of verifying reliable income. These are all things 
we should carry forward with us into a post pandemic 
landscape.

Don't Expect Pre-COVID Reality 

Things will never go back to exactly the way they were 

before the virus hit, and that's a fact we all need to come 
to terms with on our own. A phenomenon that stops the 
world spinning on its axis like this is inevitably going to 
have permanent residual effects. As with any great hard-
ship, the best we can do with this one is to learn from it 
and let it prepare us for anything that might come in the 
future. In property management, we've learned that im-
proved communication benefits both landlords and ten-
ants in all situations — whether the issue is maintenance, 
financial hardship or other concerns. I'm confident that 
the industry will adapt, learn and improve as a result, mak-
ing 2021 a better year than 2020.

David Crown is the C.E.O. of Los Angeles Property Management Group, and has over twenty-
five years of experience managing all types of income properties. A hands-on leader who has 
managed properties in 16 states, Mr. Crown has been asked to serve as an expert witness in 
property management matters, and currently serves on the Forbes Real Estate Council. He can 
be reached directly at 323-433-5254.  Reprinted with permission of the Apartment Owners As-
sociation of California, Inc. http://www.aoausa.com
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT 

A maintenance employee who is “too friendly” offends 
a female resident. He appears to go out of his way to be 
around her building in the afternoons. He also makes 
comments about her appearance and suggests that they 
go out for a drink sometime. Although the maintenance 
employee’s actions may not be illegal, they are not good 
business. The resident could add these allegations of 
sexual harassment to complicate a fair housing complaint 
about other issues. The burden of proof is irrelevant. The 
allegation takes away time and resources from your team. 
Fair housing training for maintenance professionals should 
absolutely cover scenarios that include potential sexual 
harassment allegations. 
 
FAIR HOUSING TRAINING FOR
MAINTENANCE – THE BOTTOM LINE 

Each of these situations can be defended and is probably 
not going to be found to be a violation of the Fair Housing 
Act. However, they could have been handled better, 
possibly avoiding the resulting fair housing case. Fair 
housing training for maintenance staff should also cover 
the importance of fair, equal, and professional treatment 
by employees. Although the maintenance employees don’t 
need the detailed information concerning the fair housing 
issues involved with processing applications and making 
selection decisions, they do need to understand how their 
actions can result in a fair housing problem. The bottom 
line… fair housing training for maintenance professionals 
is paramount.

Reprinted with permission of American Apartment 
Owners Association offers products and services for 
landlords related to your rental housing investment, 
including rental forms, tenant debt collection, tenant 
background checks, insurance and financing. Find out 
more at www.joinaaoa.org.

Dear Maintenance Man
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Keep Us Informed

Moved?  
Hired or fired a manager?
New email address or phone 
number?

Keep RHA Oregon office  
up to date with your current 
information. 

Call the office with all changes: 
503-254-4723

Maintenance Professionals
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

should be vertical. Then install a 1x4 plank to trim the top of 
the sheet along with a plank at the bottom as replacement for 
the base coving.  Caulk all seams and edges, paint with primer 
and enamel paint of choice.  If you two tone the trim board 
and T-111, it looks very nice and it will be a lot tougher on your 
little vandal’s toes than your wall!

WE NEED Maintenance Questions!!!    If you would like to see 
your maintenance question in the “Dear Maintenance Men:” 
column, please send in your questions to:  DearMaintenance-
Men@gmail.com 

Bio:  
If you need maintenance work or consultation for your building or project, please feel free to 
contact us. We are available throughout Southern California. For an appointment please call 
Buffalo Maintenance, Inc. at 714 956-8371  
Frank Alvarez is licensed contractor and the Operations Director and co-owner of Buffalo 
Maintenance, Inc. He has been involved with apartment maintenance & construction for 
over 30 years. Frankie is President of the Apartment Association of Orange County and a 
lecturer, educational instructor and Chair of the Education Committee of the AAOC.  He is also 
Chairman of the Product Service Counsel.  Frank can be reached at (714) 956-8371 Frankie@
BuffaloMaintenance.com For more info please go to:  www.BuffaloMaintenance.com 
Jerry L'Ecuyer is a real estate broker. He is currently a Director Emeritus and Past President of 
the Apartment Association of Orange County and past Chairman of the association’s Education 
Committee.  Jerry has been involved with apartments as a professional since 1988. 
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CATEGORY COMPANY CONTACTS EMAIL PHONE
Marketing From Here 2 There Ami Stevens astevens@fromher2there.com (503) 407-3663
Marketing Showdigs Daniel Yahav daniel@showdigs.com (503) 462-4334
Media Insight Reporting Eric Kilgore ekilgore@insightreportingllc.com (503) 662-6265
Media Rental Housing Journal, LLC terry@rentalhousingjournal.com (480) 454-2728
Mold Real Estate Mold Solutions Lynne Whitney lynne@realestateroofing.com (503) 284-5522
Mortgage Stuart Gaston, Mortgage Advisor Stuart Gaston stuart@rootmortgage.com (503) 208-8220
Mortgage The Alpine Group Tiffany Laviolette tiffany@alpinepdx.com (503) 816-5862
Pest Control Frost Integrated Pest Management David Frost thefrosty12@yahoo.com (503) 894-8764
Pest Control Northwest Pest Control Bruce Beswick nwpestcontrol@aol.com (503) 253-5325
Pest Control Orkin Pest Control Dan Wolcott dwolcott@orkin.com (503) 384-8384
Property Manager 24/7 Properties Doug Moe doug@247Prop.com (503) 482-0500
Property Manager Acorn Property Management, LLC Katie O'Neal katie@acornpm.net (971)352-6760
Property Manager Action Management, Inc. Wendy Samperi actmgtinc@gmail.com (503) 760-4026
Property Manager Bluestone & Hockley Cliff Hockley chockley@bluestonehockley.com (503) 222-3800
Property Manager Fox Management, Inc. Tressa Rossi tressa@foxmanagementinc.com (503) 280-0241
Property Manager Gateway Property Management Jerad Goughnour jerad@gatewaypdx.com (503) 789-3212
Property Manager Kay Properties & Investments Dwight Kay dwight@kpi1031.com (855) 466-5927
Property Manager Mainlander Property Management Inc. Chris Hermanski chris@mainlander.com (503) 635-4477
Property Manager Micro Property Management Jeannie Davis jeannie@micropropertymgmt.com (503)688-8298
Property Manager PropM, Inc. Michelle Wrege michelle@propmhomes.com (888) 780-2938
Property Manager Rarebird Property Management, LLC Mike Nuss mike@ratebirdproperties.com (503) 926-6214
Property Manager Real Property Management Solutions Dan Hayes danhayes@realpmsolutions.com (971) 703-7115
Property Manager Tangent Property Management, Inc. Ann-Marie Lundberg lundbertg@tangentpm.com (503) 594-2010
Property Manager The Garcia Group Ron Garcia ron@garciagrp.com (503) 595-4747
Property Manager Voss Property Management Richard Voss realtyrv@aol.com (503)286-5826
Radon JustRadon.com Lawrence Belland lawrence@justradon.com (503) 704-7737
Real Estate ANR Properties, LLC Andrew Gilburne rusty@portlandhomesllc.com (503) 777-0788
Real Estate Bilow Group Patricia Bilow pbilow@gmail.com (503)701-7444
Real Estate Bridge City Properties, LLC Topny Forhan info@bridgecitypm.com (503) 929-7429
Real Estate Dolphin Real Estate LLC Loren Joling loren@drellc.us (541) 272-1967
Real Estate HFO Investment Real Estate Greg Frick greg@hfore.com (503) 241-5541
Real Estate Kay Properties & Investments Dwight Kay dwight@kpi1031.com (855)466-5927
Real Estate Liz C Real Estate Investments LLC Liz Carpenter liz@lizcrei.com (503) 698-6566
Real Estate Premiere Property Group LLC Denise Goding denisegoding@gmail.com (503) 336-6378
Real Estate Realty Solutions, LLC Gabby Tyer gabby@realtysolutionspdx.com (503)702-0393
Restoration D & R Masonry Restoration, Inc. Ray Elkins ray@drmasonry.com (503)353-1650
Restoration Water Bear Restoration Jake Ramirez jake@waterbearinc.com (503) 554-0417
Roofing Real Estate Roofing & Mold Solutions Lynne Whitney lynne@realestateroofing.com (503) 284-5522
Tenant Screening Complete Screening Agency, LLC Jacob Turner info@complete-screen.com (800) 827-3130
Tenant Screening Landlord_Reference.com Robert Collier rcollier@landlord-reference.com (818) 415-7643
Tenant Screening National Tenant Network Marcia Gohman mgohman@ntnonline.com (503) 635-1118
Windows Goose Hollow Window Company, Inc. Mary Mann marymann@goosehwc.com (503) 620-8608
* RHA Oregon values our Vendor Members, the goods and services provided to our membership, their participation in our association, and their continueed 
support.  RHA Oregon cannot, however, warrant or guarantee the quality of goods and /or services provided by Vendor.

RENTAL HOUSING ALLIANCE OREGON-VENDOR MEMBER LIST CONT'D


